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Abstract: Efficient use of solar energy by thermal energy storage composites and utilizing
environmentally friendly cementitious materials are important trends for sustainable building
composite materials. In this study, a paraffin/low density polyethylene (LDPE) composite
shape-stabilized phase change material (SSPCM) was prepared and incorporated into a
sulphoaluminate cement (SAC) mortar to prepare thermal energy storage mortar. The thermal
and mechanical properties of SSPCM and a SAC-based thermal energy storage material (SCTESM)
were investigated. The result of differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) analysis indicates that the
latent heat of SCTESM is as high as 99.99 J/g. Thermogravimetric analysis demonstrates that the
SCTESM does not show significant decomposition below 145 ◦C. The volume stability test shows the
volume shrinkage percentage of the SCTESM is less than that of pure SAC mortar and far less than
that of ordinary Portland cement mortar. The SCTESM has high early strength so that the compressive
strength at 1-, 3-, and 7-day curing age is up to that at 28-day curing age of 67.5%, 78.3%, and 86.7%,
respectively. Furthermore, a mathematical prediction model of the SCTESM compressive strength
was proposed. The investigation of latent heat storage characteristics and the thermoregulating
performance reveals that SCTESMs have the excellent capacity of heat storage and thermoregulating.

Keywords: thermal energy storage; SAC-based composite; thermophysical property;
mechanical property

1. Introduction

In the last decade, the environmental impact of the building sector is of increasing concern,
particularly the effects of environmental pollution, global warming, and greenhouse gas emissions.
Over this period, more than 30% fossil fuels were consumed by the building sector [1]. This proportion
is higher in developing countries than that of the developed countries [2]. Thermal energy storage
technology is efficiently deployed to reduce fossil energy consumption and improve the quality of
indoor thermal environment in buildings. Due to their excellent heat storage capacity, phase change
materials (PCMs) have a wide range of applications in building thermal energy storage. PCMs store
excess thermal energy in daytime and release heat at night, thus matching the indoor energy supply
and demand of heating buildings [3].

Although a variety of PCMs are available, paraffin is still considered as a dominant candidate
because of its high latent heat, chemical inactivity, nonsegregation, and safety [4–6]. However, as
a solid–liquid PCM, there is a risk of liquid paraffin leakage during its phase transition. Preparing
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shape-stabilized phase change materials (SSPCMs) is an effective method to prevent leaking. Many
researchers employed porous materials to absorb melted PCMs in a vacuum to form shape stabilized
PCMs [7,8] or employed a thin and sealed polymeric film to microencapsulate PCMs to avoid
leakage [9,10]. However, these highly specialized preparations of SSPCMs are characterized by high
technology and high cost, which are not conducive to the wide application of PCMs. A simplified
method to prepare SSPCM by mixing melted PCM and melted polymer has provided the inspiration
to develop a composite PCM. Zhang et al. [11] prepared a paraffin/polyethylene composite PCM by
mixing and co-heating. The study confirmed that the polymer network retained its shape to support
the paraffin in either liquid or solid phase. Employing polyethylene as a supporting material and
myristic acid as a solid–liquid PCM, Tang et al. [12] successfully developed a SSPCM with 180 ◦C
operating temperature using a similar method. Such a SSPCM can overcome the shortcomings of
traditional PCMs.

Incorporating shape-stabilized paraffin within building materials is a convenient way to enable its
application in construction. Many studies [13,14] have developed thermal energy storage composites
prepared by incorporating SSPCMs into cement-based materials. Such cement-based thermal energy
storage composites have traditionally employed ordinary Portland cement (OPC) with high carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions as the binder. Previous studies [15,16] confirmed that approximately
0.66–0.82 kg of CO2 equivalent was emitted for every kilogram of OPC manufactured, and the cement
industry accounts for 7% of the entire world CO2 emissions. Alternative cements to OPC that are
aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions have received increasing attention in recent years. As
environmental protection is highly valued, the research and application of sulphoaluminate cement
(SAC) have attracted more and more attention in recent years, because the carbon dioxide emissions in
the production process are less than that of OPC [17,18]. The SAC is mainly composed of ye’elimite
(C4A3S), followed by a small amount of belite (C2S), tetracalcium alumino-ferrite (C4AF), gehlenite
(C2AS), tricalcium aluminate (C3A), and gypsum (CSH2), etc. [17]. The major hydration products of
SAC such as ettringite (AFt), mono-sulfuraluminate (AFm), aluminum and hydroxide (AH3) can be
rapidly generated early in the hydration process (Equations (1) and (2)).

C4A3S + 18H→ C3A·CS·12H + 2AH3 (AFm generation) (1)

C4A3S + 2CSH2 + 34H→ C3A·3CS·32H + 2AH3 (AFt generation) (2)

The rapid generation of Aft, AFm, and AH3 causes SAC to have the advantages of fast strength
growth and small volume shrinkage [19,20]. This result suggests that using SAC as the matrix can
improve the early strength of SAC-based thermal energy storage material (SCTESM). SAC has been
standardized in China for decades, effectively promoting SAC production and engineering applications.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there are few studies on employing SAC mortar to
incorporate PCM for developing thermal energy storage composites.

In this paper, a SCTESM was explored and its thermophysical properties were investigated.
PCMs used in passive solar heating buildings need to have a suitable phase transition temperature
to maximize thermal energy storage and improve indoor thermal comfort. In solar passive heating
buildings, indoor air temperature in winter usually varies from 20 ◦C and above during daytime to
about 10 ◦C and below at night [21]. Therefore, paraffin with a phase transition temperature around
20 ◦C was selected for this study. Low density polyethylene (LDPE) was selected and employed as
a supporting material to form shape-stabilized paraffin. SAC mortar was employed as the matrix
to incorporate the SSPCM. In this paper, the mass fraction of SSPCM (with respect to cement) is up
to 50%, which is significantly higher than the amount of PCM incorporated into cement mortar in
previous investigations [22]. This research focused on the thermophysical properties and mechanical
properties of SCTESM that are rarely reported in existing literature.
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2. Experiment

2.1. Materials

Grade 42.5 SAC, which complies with the National Norms of China GB 20472-2006, was used
as the matrix material and its properties of setting time and strength were reported in our previous
published literature [23].

Paraffin, LDPE, and flake graphite were used together to prepare SSPCM. Paraffin with phase
transition temperature of about 20 ◦C was employed to act as PCM. LDPE with a melting point of
150 ◦C was adopted as shape support material for SSPCM (shown in Figure 1). Graphite was used as a
thermal conductivity reinforcing material of the composite PCM (SEM of graphite shown in Figure 2).

Figure 1. Low density polyethylene (LDPE).

Figure 2. SEM image of flake graphite.

Polycarboxylate superplasticizer MELFLUX 2651F was used as an additive to adjust the workability
of the SCTESM slurry to ensure that the casting conditions of all samples were consistent. The China
ISO standard sand was used as the fine aggregate.

2.2. Preparation of SCTESM

2.2.1. Preparation of SSPCM

Focusing on the purpose of improving thermal conductivity of SSPCM, an appropriate amount
of graphite was added into the SSPCM mixture according to the reported method [24]. SSPCM was
prepared by means of the hot melt mixing. For preparing SSPCM, LDPE, paraffin and graphite were
weighed, respectively, and their mass proportion was fixed at 4:6:0.4. The mixture was heated to
150 ◦C in a constant temperature oil bath while mechanically stirred for 30 min at this temperature.
The schematic of preparation apparatus is shown in Figure 3. Next, the molten mixture was solidified
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naturally at room temperature. The solidified mixture was broken into particles smaller than 2.5 mm
in size using a crusher. Figure 4 is representative of the particles that were obtained.

Figure 3. Schematic of shape-stabilized phase change material (SSPCM) preparation.

Figure 4. SSPCM particles.

A laser confocal scanning microscope (LCSM, Type: LEXT OLS4000) was employed to observe
the structure of the SSPCM and SCTESM. It can be observed that the LDPE formed a porous network
after cooling at room temperature, which encapsulated paraffin in a multilevel, dispersed structure to
obtain the SSPCM (as shown in Figure 5). Flake graphite added during the preparation of SSPCM can
be observed to be distributed evenly in the SSPCM matrix (shown in Figure 6).

Figure 5. LSCM image of SSPCM network structure.
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Figure 6. Laser confocal scanning microscope (LSCM) image of graphite distributed in SSPCM.

2.2.2. Preparation of SCTESM

SCTESM was produced by incorporating SSPCM into the SAC mortar. The mixing proportions of
the SCTESM specimens are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Mixing proportion of sulphoaluminate cement-based thermal energy storage material
(SCTESM).

Group Cement/g Sand/g SSPCM/g SSPCM/wt% Water/g Superplasticizer/g

SCM 800 800 0 0 360.0 0.48
SCTESM-C2 700 700 140 20 315.0 0.63
SCTESM-C3 650 650 195 30 292.5 1.36
SCTESM-C4 600 600 240 40 270.0 1.80
SCTESM-C5 550 550 275 50 247.5 4.40

For all SCTESM specimens in Table 1, the water–cement ratio was 0.45 and the sand–cement
ratio was 1.0. The mass fraction of SSPCM (with respect to cement) in SCTESM specimens were
0%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. The superplasticizer was added to acquire similar workability of the
specimens with the superplasticizer–cement ratio varying from 0.06% to 0.80%. SCTESM specimens
were prepared through a three-step procedure. Firstly, cement, standard sand, and SSPCM were
weighed according to the mixing proportions in Table 1 for dry mixing. Secondly, superplasticizer
and water were weighed and put into dry mixture, and the mixture was mixed for 3 min. Finally, the
fresh SCTESM slurry was cast in molds. Specimens were cured under the conditions of temperature
20 ± 1 ◦C and relative humidity higher than 90%. The specimens included prisms, panels, and two
sizes of cylinders. The prismatic specimens (40 × 40 × 160 mm) were used to measure strength and
volume stability. The panel specimens (300 × 300 × 30 mm) were used to test thermoregulating
performance. The thermal conductivity testing was carried out using the cylindrical specimens with a
diameter of 30 mm and a thickness of 13 mm. The cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 30 mm and
a thickness of 25 mm were prepared to carry out the infrared thermography for investigating the latent
heat storage characteristics. According to the research objectives, the specimens with different SSPCM
dosage in Table 1 were selected for testing and investigating.

2.3. Test Methods

2.3.1. Latent Heat

The phase transition temperature and latent heat of paraffin, SSPCM and SCTESM were determined
using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) (type: NETZSCH 200F3). The accuracy of the DSC is
±10 µW, and the temperature accuracy is ±0.1 ◦C. The determination was conducted at a heating and
cooling rate of 5 ◦C/min in a nitrogen atmosphere with a temperature range of −30–50 ◦C.
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2.3.2. Thermal Stability

Thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA, type: STA449F3) with accuracy of ±0.1 µg was employed to
measure the thermal stability of specimens. In the process of testing, the heating rate was 10 ◦C/min
under an argon gas atmosphere from room temperature to 500 ◦C.

2.3.3. Thermal Conductivity

A thermal conductivity meter (type: DZDRS) was employed to determinate the thermal
conductivity of several kinds of samples which error is less than 5%. Before testing, specimens
cured for 28 days according to standard were dried to a constant weight in a 50 ◦C oven. Two identical
cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 30 mm and a thickness of 13 mm were required and polished
at the top and bottom surfaces for thermal conductivity determination. During the test, two identical
specimens were stacked together, and the thermal conductivity meter test probe was placed in the
middle. The surfaces of the two identical specimens that were in contact with each other were coated
with thermal conductive silicone to reduce thermal contact resistance between the test probe and the
specimens. The thermal conductivity of each SCTESM specimen with different SSPCM mass fractions
was measured three times, and the average value was taken as the determined value. When the
thermal conductivity was tested, the ambient temperature was maintained at 25 ◦C.

2.3.4. Volume Change

A vibrating wire strain gauge (type: xhx-21) with accuracy of ±0.1 µε was utilized to investigate
the volume change of SCM (i.e. sulphoaluminate cement mortar without SSPCM) and SCTESM-C5.
The initial length of specimens was recorded after they were cured in the standard curing room for
12 h. Then, the specimens were cured in a room with relativity humidity and temperature of 40 ± 5%
and 23 ± 2 ◦C, respectively, and the change in length of specimens was recorded continuously for 40
days. Six prismatic specimens were used for the volume change measurement and the average value
of volume change was determined to investigate the volume change. The effect of SSPCM content on
the volume stability of specimens was investigated by the determination of the change in length of
specimens, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Device of length change test system.

2.3.5. Latent Heat Storage Performance

Latent heat storage performance of SCTESM specimens with different dosages of SSPCM was
measured by an infrared thermal imager (FLIR T420) system with accuracy of 0.1 ◦C. Three cylindrical
specimens of SCM, SCTESM-C3, and SCTESM-C5 with a diameter of 30 mm and a thickness of 25 mm
were prepared to investigate the latent heat storage performance. A similar test method was used
previously [25,26]. Before infrared thermography was carried out, the specimens were dried to constant
weight and then cooled at 0 ◦C for 24 h. Specimens were subsequently placed onto a heating device
with 50 ◦C constant temperature. The bottom surfaces of the specimens were coated with a thermal
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conductive silicone to reduce the contact thermal resistance between the heating device and the test
specimens. The microscope lens of the infrared thermal imager was installed at 25 cm above the upper
surface of the specimen. The infrared thermal images were recorded once a minute for 15 min.

2.3.6. Thermoregulating Performance

The thermoregulating performance of SCTESM refers to the ability to regulate indoor air
temperature and was evaluated using a self-made experimental device. The experimental device is
shown in Figure 8, and it has been described in detail in our previous research [23]. The ability of
SCTESM to regulate the indoor temperature was evaluated by thermocouples with an accuracy of
0.1 ◦C. Considering thermoregulating applications, a greater thermal energy storage capacity and a
higher rate of energy charging/discharging of SCTESM can result in a smaller fluctuation range of the
indoor air temperature.

Figure 8. Schematic of the experimental device: (a) overall schematic, (b) cross-sectional view.

After curing for 28 days and then drying at 50 ◦C to a constant weight, three panel specimens
(300 × 300 × 30 mm) with SSPCM mass fraction of 0%, 30%, and 50% were tested, respectively. The
test chamber was a cube box model composed of six 300 × 300 × 30 mm expanded polystyrene (EPS)
panels. In the chamber, a SCTESM test panel was placed on the bottom and a 25 W iodine-tungsten
filament lamp was fixed at the top center as a heat source during heating. The thermocouples were
fixed at the center of the chamber and at the interior surface of the specimen panel. During the test, the
thermocouples were covered by foil to avoid interference of direct light to temperature measurement.

The chamber with specimen and thermocouples installed was cooled in a cold room at −15 ◦C
for 150 min. Then, the lamp inside the test chamber was turned on to heat the air temperature for
180 min. The test process consisted of two stages of cooling and heating. The air temperature in the
chamber and the inner surface temperature of the test panel were recorded per 5 min by thermocouples.
Depending on the collected temperature data, the temperature falling and rising curve was acquired to
analyze the thermoregulating performance of SCTESM.

2.3.7. Mechanical Properties

To determine the mechanical strength of SCTESM at the curing age of 1, 3, 7, and 28 days, three
prismatic specimens (40 × 40 × 160 mm) were needed for flexural strength determination and six
specimens (about 40 × 40 × 80 mm) for compressive strength determination. The instrument accuracy,
loading rate, and operation method of the mechanical strength test were carried out complying with
the standard GB/T 17,671 (Chinese National Standard).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Latent Heat of Paraffin, SSPCM, and SCTESM

The PCM dosage has a great influence on the latent heat performance of SCTESM. SCTESM-C5
with the largest SSPCM dosage was selected to test latent heat and phase transition temperature. The
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paraffin, SSPCM, and SCM (without paraffin) were tested for the comparative analysis. The DSC
curves of test specimens are presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) curves: (a) paraffin and SSPCM; (b) SCTESM-C5
and SCM.

Figure 9a presents that, in the melting process, the latent heat, initial phase change temperature,
and peak phase change temperature of paraffin are 173.0 J/g, 18.5 ◦C, and 24.1 ◦C, while in the freezing
process, those are 178.4 J/g, 19.9 ◦C, 15.6 ◦C, respectively. As for SSPCM, it is shown in Figure 9a that,
in the melting process, the latent heat, initial melting temperature, and peak melting temperature are
99.99 J/g, 17.7 ◦C, and 25.5 ◦C, and in the freezing process, the latent heat, initial freezing temperature,
and peak freezing temperature are 98.49 J/g, 19.8 ◦C, and 17.2 ◦C, respectively. According to the results,
it can be calculated that the paraffin encapsulation ratio in SSPCM is 56.0% which is slightly higher
than the previously reported 52.2% for microencapsulated paraffin encapsulation ratio [24].

Figure 9b shows the DSC curves of the specimens SCM and SCTESM-C5. The initial phase change
temperatures of SCTESM-C5 are 15.1 and 19.4 ◦C for the melting process and the freezing processes,
respectively. Moreover, the peak temperature and latent heat of SCTESM-C5 are 21.2 ◦C and 12.8 J/g
for the melting process, and 17.5 ◦C and 11.8 J/g for the freezing process. Furthermore, it can be
observed from Figure 9b that the SCM, in the absence of PCM, does not show the endothermic peak
and exothermic peaks during its heating and cooling process.

3.2. Thermal Stability of SSPCM, SCM, and SCTESM

Due to the thermal stability of SCTESM, that is, its decomposition temperature mainly depends on
the types of its components rather than the content of each component, only SCTESM-C5, SSPCM, and
SCM were used in the TGA test. Through the test and comparative analysis of the two specimens, the
thermal stability of SCTESM can be clarified. TGA measurements were performed from 50 to 500 ◦C
with a temperature rising rate of 30 ◦C/min. The TGA of SCM and SSPCM were carried out in the same
conditions in order to understand the cause of the degradation of SCTESM in different temperature
ranges, since SCTESM was composed of SAC mortar (SCM) and SSPCM. Figure 10 illustrates the TGA
curves of SSPCM, SCM, and SCTESM-C5.
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Figure 10. Thermogravimetric analysis curves: (a) SSPCM; (b) SCM; (c) SCTESM.

In the TGA curve of the SSPCM specimen in Figure 10a, three weight loss stages are observed.
The first weight loss stage occurs between 50 and 200 ◦C, in this stage, 4.2% weight is lost from SSPCM
owing to the evaporation of free-water [24,27]. The second weight loss stage of SSPCM occurs from
200 to 320 ◦C, where 52.8% weight is lost due to the decomposition of the paraffin [28,29]. The third
weight loss stage begins at 412 ◦C and ends at 495 ◦C, where the weight loss of SSPCM is 34.9%, mainly
due to the decomposition of LDPE [27]. From Figure 10b, it can be found that the weight loss of SCM
occurs in two stages. In the first stage, the specimen loses 4.7% weight, which is attributed to the
evaporation of free-water [24]. In the second stage, a 7.4% weight loss is resulted by the evaporation of
bound water of ettringite and the dehydration of Al (OH)3 gels and other hydration products [30].

Based on the TGA curves of the SSPCM and SCM samples, it can be deduced that the degradation
of SCTESM is caused by the degradation of the individual components of SSPCM and SCM. The
TGA curves in Figure 10c demonstrate that the paraffin and cement hydration products do not show
significant decomposition below 145 ◦C except a slight weight loss owing to evaporation of water.
Therefore, it can be confirmed that the SCTESM has significant thermal stability under its ordinary
working temperature in building sections [31].

3.3. Thermal Conductivity of SCTESM

The thermal conductivity is a key thermal property parameter for thermal energy storage
applications of SCTESM. In order to ascertain the effect of SSPCM mass fraction on the thermal
conductivity of SCTESM and construct a mathematical model, all SCTESM specimens with different
SSPCM mass fraction were carried out to obtain the necessary measurement data. The influence of
SSPCM dosage on the thermal conductivity of SCTESM is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Thermal conductivity change of SCTESM with different dosages of SSPCM.

Figure 11 reveals that the thermal conductivity of the SCTESM decreases with the increase of
the SSPCM mass fraction. When the mass fraction of SSPCM increases from 0 to 20, 30, 40, and
50 wt.%, the thermal conductivity of SCTESM decreases from 0.9324 to 0.8332, 0.7803, 0.6510, and
0.5755 W·m−1

·K−1, respectively. Compared to SCM, the thermal conductivity reduction percentages
of SCTESM-C2, SCTESM-C3, SCTESM-C4, and SCTESM-C5 are 10.6%, 16.3%, 30.2%, and 38.3%,
respectively. A significant linear relationship between the thermal conductivity of SCTESM and the
SSPCM dosages is observed and is expressed as following:

y = −0.0073x + 0.9574, (3)

where y is the thermal conductivity of SCTESM, W·m−1
·K−1, and x represents the mass fraction of

SSPCM with respect to cement, %. The R2 value of this relationship is 0.9457. Therefore, the thermal
conductivities of SCTESMs can be estimated using this empirical formula.

It is known from the literature [32] that paraffin has a low thermal conductivity of 0.21 W·m−1
·K−1

in its solid state and 0.15 W·m−1
·K−1 in its liquid state. From the thermal conductivity determination

result of SCM (without SSPCM), it can be found that its thermal conductivity of 0.9324 W·m−1
·K−1 is

higher than that of paraffin. For this reason, a higher SSPCM dosage results in decreasing thermal
conductivity. Similar results by Cui et al. [24] and Hunger et al. [33] showed a negative correlation
between the content of paraffin and the thermal conductivity of cement-based energy storage materials.

3.4. Volume Stability of SCTESM

The presence and content of paraffin can affect the volume stability of SCTESM. In order to explore
the effect of paraffin on the volume stability of SCTESM, SCTESM-C5, and SCM were selected for
determination and comparative analysis. The mixing proportions of SCTESM specimens (Table 1)
show that SCTESM-C5 has the largest amount of SSPCM and SCM does not contain SSPCM. The
volume stability of SCTESM-C5 and SCM is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 illustrates that the volume shrinkage of SCTESM-C5 occurs only in the first few days and
then rapidly develops into a steady state. However, the volume shrinkage of SCM occurs continuously
throughout the 40-day testing period. In comparison with SCM, the maximum volume shrinkage of
SCTESM-C5 is reduced by 48.4%. The volume shrinkage comparison results in Figure 12 indicate that
incorporation of SSPCM into cement mortar matrix is beneficial to reduce the volume shrinkage of
SCTESM. After SSPCM incorporation, the relative content of the cement in the SCTESM will decrease,
which leads to the decrease of volume shrinkage of SCTESM.
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Figure 12. Comparison of volume shrinkage between SCM and SCTESM-C5.

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the volume shrinkage of SCM is far less than that of OPC
mortar [22]. According to the report by Cui et al. [24], there is a significant gap between the PCM
and OPC mortar matrix due to the volume shrinkage of OPC. However, in this study, the high
volume stability of SAC mortar is beneficial for reducing the gaps between components. As shown in
Figure 13, the interfacial transition zone between SSPCM and the cement matrix exhibits tight bonding
characteristics, which can improve the heat transfer efficiency between the SSPCM and the matrix.

Figure 13. LSCM image of interfacial transition zone of SCTESM.

3.5. Latent Heat Storage Properties

The latent heat storage properties of SCTESM are mainly affected by SSPCM mass fraction.
Therefore, in order to compare and verify the influence of SSPCM mass fraction on the latent heat
storage properties of SCTESM, the SCM (without SSPCM), SCTESM-C3 (30% wt. SSPCM), and
SCTESM-C5 (50% wt. SSPCM) were selected for infrared thermography investigation. The upper
surface temperature of the test specimens was measured by infrared thermography and the average
upper surface temperature was calculated. The measured upper surface temperatures and infrared
thermography images of SCM, SCTESM-C3, and SCTESM-C5 are shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Upper surface temperature and infrared thermography images.

It is demonstrated in Figure 14 that compared with SCTESM-C3 and SCTESM-C5, the top surface
temperature of the SCM sample rises faster. When heated for 3 min, the temperature increase rate
of SCTESM-C3 and SCTESM-C5 starts to reduce and the temperature difference between the three
samples begins to increase. The maximum temperature difference between SCM and SCTESM-C3 is
5.4 ◦C after 5 min and that between SCTESM-C3 and SCTESM-C5 is 5.5 ◦C after 9 min. Compared to
the temperature of SCM, the maximum reduction temperature of SCTESM-C5 is 9.2 ◦C after heating
for 9 min.

It can be deduced that the SSPCMs incorporated into SCTESM-C3 and SCTESM-C5 provide much
higher latent heat storage density. The results indicate that the higher the SSPCM dosage in the cement
mortar, the higher the thermal energy storage capacity and the stronger the ability to delay temperature
changes. Results from similar investigations in the literature support this view [34,35].

3.6. Thermoregulating Performance of SCTESM

The measurement of thermal regulation performance aims to reflect the difference in the
characteristics of SCTESM latent heat storage and sensible heat storage, as well as the difference
thermal regulation performances of SCTESM with different SSPCM mass fractions. Therefore, for
a comparative analysis of the thermal energy storage capacity and thermal energy storage/release
efficiency, SCM, SCTESM-C3, and SCTESM-C5 were selected as the minimum and necessary samples
for this measurement. The thermoregulating performance of SCTESMs was investigated by measuring
the change of the air temperature in the chamber and the inner surface temperature of test panels. The
temperatures were measured over a period of heating and cooling, and the results are presented in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. Thermoregulating performance of SCETSM.
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The temperature curves in Figure 15 demonstrate that the air temperatures (dotted lines) in the
test chamber decline nonlinearly during the 150 min cooling period and increase nonlinearly in the
180 min heating period. Moreover, a significant temperature difference between air and inner surface
is demonstrated.

During the cooling process, it can be seen from Figure 15 that the values of the indoor air
temperature are different for SCM, SCTESM-C3, and SCTESM-C5 panels. The air temperature and
surface temperature all reach the lowest values at the completion of the 150 min cooling period. The
lowest indoor air temperatures corresponding to SCTESM-C5 and SCTESM-C3 are 2.3 and 1.5 ◦C higher
than that of SCM, respectively. Meanwhile, the lowest inner surface temperatures of SCTESM-C5
and SCTESM-C3 are 4.5 and 3.3 ◦C higher than that of SCM, respectively. For the heating period, the
air temperature in the chamber and inner surface temperature variation curves are also presented in
Figure 15. After the 180 min heating period, the inner surface temperature corresponding to the SCM
panel is 1.1 ◦C higher than that of SSPCM-C5 and 1.6 ◦C higher than that of SSPCM-C3. Meanwhile,
the indoor air temperature corresponding to the SCM panel is 2.0 ◦C higher than that of SSPCM-C3
and 3.9 ◦C higher than that of SSPCM-C5. From the whole indoor air temperature fluctuation process,
it can be found that SSPCM-C5 has the lowest the temperature fluctuation, which is 2.7 ◦C lower than
SSPCM-C3 and 6.2 ◦C lower than SCM.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that for all specimens the rate of temperature change was obviously
lower for inner surface temperature and lags behind indoor air temperature. This is a result of the
thermal energy charging/discharging characteristics of SCTESM during heating and cooling. Besides,
it should be noted that thermoregulating performance of SCTESM is closely related to SSPCM content.
These results demonstrate a promising application of SCTESM in improving the quality of the indoor
thermal environment and efficient energy utilization.

3.7. Mechanical Properties of SCTESM

In order to ascertain the effect of SSPCM mass fraction on the compressive strength of SCTESM
and construct a mathematical model, all SCTESM specimens with different SSPCM mass fractions were
tested. The mechanical strength of SCTESM specimens with different SSPCM dosages are shown in
Figures 16 and 17. The mass fractions of SSPCM in SCTESM specimens are 0%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and
50%, respectively.

Figure 16. Compressive strength of SCTESM.

It can be seen from Figures 16 and 17 that the compressive strengths of SCM at 1, 3, 7, and 28 days
curing age are 28.3, 32.7, 39.8, and 44.4 MPa, respectively. The flexural strengths of SCM at 1, 3, 7, and
28 days curing age are 6.1, 6.9, 7.8, and 9.3 MPa. The compressive strengths of SCM at 1, 3, and 7 days
are 63.7%, 73.6%, and 89.6% of that at 28 days curing age. The flexural strengths of SCM at 1, 3, and 7
days curing age are 65.6%, 74.2%, and 83.9% of that at 28 days curing age, respectively. Furthermore, it
is found that SCTESMs has high early strength. Even though the mass percentage of SSPCM is 50%
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with respect to cement, the compressive strength at 1, 3, and 7 days curing age reaches 67.5%, 78.3%,
and 86.7% of that at 28 days curing age.

Figure 17. Flexural strength of SCTESM.

However, it is noteworthy that the incorporation of SSPCM greatly lowers the mechanical strength
of SCTESM. The measurement results in Figures 16 and 17 reveal that in comparison with SCM, the
28-day compressive strength and flexural strength of SCTESM with 50% SSPCM reduce by 70.7% and
73.1%, respectively. SSPCM particles prepared with paraffin and LDPE perform more like voids rather
than fine aggregates in SCTESM in this study. To assess the behavior of SSPCM in SCTESM during
compression, based on the literature [32], a new modified Bolomey equation is proposed to predicate
the compressive strength of SCTESM at 28 days:

fSCTESM28 = KB × σSCM28

[
C

W + WSSPCM
− 0.5

]
, (4)

where f SCTESM28 refers to the compressive strength of SCTESM at 28 days age; KB is a constant ranging
from 0.35 to 0.65, the mean value of 0.50 is chosen; σSCM28 is the compressive strength of SCM at 28
days curing age and the experimental value of 44.4 MPa is chosen with error is 4.78%; W and C are the
mass of water and cement; WSSPCM is the mass of water equal to the volume occupied by the SSPCM in
the SCTESM (the apparent density of SSPCM is 0.86 g/cm3). Figure 18 shows the SCTESM compressive
strength measurements at 28 days curing age versus model predicted values.

Figure 18. Compressive strength measurements versus model predicted values.

It can be seen from Figure 18 that the experimental values of SCTESM at 28 days are close to the
model predicted values and it is deduced that SSPCM particles behavior can be considered as voids
in SCTESM. Moreover, it is noteworthy that measurement values are less than the model predicted
value and the difference increases slightly with increasing SSPCM dosage. This phenomenon may
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be associated with the increasing of SSPCM dosage that not only increases the void amount but also
exacerbates the adverse effects on the structure of the matrix.

4. Conclusions

In this research, a LDPE/paraffin/graphite composite shape stabilized phase change materials
(SSPCM) was prepared by the heated mixing method. This SSPCM was then incorporated into
sulphoaluminate cement based thermal energy storage mortars (SCTESM). The thermophysical and
mechanical characteristics of SCTESM with different dosage SSPCM were investigated. According to
the experimental results, the following conclusions are drawn:

(1) SSPCM composite has a peak melting temperature and latent heat of 25.5 ◦C and 99.99 J/g,
respectively. LSCM test results show that paraffin can be well encapsulated into the multilayer
space network formed by LDPE. A 50% mass fraction of SSPCM with respect to cement can be
contained within the cement mortar, resulting in SCTESM with a peak melting temperature and a
latent heat of 21.2 ◦C and 12.8 J/g, respectively.

(2) Due to the negligible volume shrinkage of the sulphoaluminate cement mortar, the SCTESM has
excellent volume stability and SSPCM particles can be tightly integrated with the mortar matrix.
The volume shrinkage of SCTESM decreases with increasing SSPCM mass fraction. Compared
with SCM, the maximum volume shrinkage of SCTESM-C5 is reduced by 48.4%. TGA results
suggest that SCTESM has excellent thermal stability below 145 ◦C.

(3) Since the paraffin has the lower thermal conductivity, larger SSPCM dosages resulted in more
significant decreases in thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity of SCTESM decreases
from 0.9324 to 0.5755 W·m−1

· K−1 with the SSPCM mass fraction increasing from 0 to 50 wt.%. A
strong linear relationship between thermal conductivity and SSPCM dosages is proposed.

(4) SCTESM has a significant effect of smoothing room temperature fluctuations, and the temperature
adjustment ability of SCTESM is positively correlated with its SSPCM content. Compared with
SCM, SSPCM-C5 reduces indoor air temperature fluctuation range by 6.2 ◦C. These results
indicate that SCTESM has promising applications in improving the indoor temperature stability.

(5) SCTESM has the properties of high early strength, such that the compressive strengths of
SCTESM-C5 at 1, 3, and 7 days are 67.5%, 78.3%, and 86.7% of that of 28-day compressive strength,
respectively. However, as the dosage of SSPCM increases, the compressive and flexural strength
of SCTESM decreases. This phenomenon was explained with a new modified Bolomey equation
that demonstrated that SSPCM particles behave like voids in SCTESM.
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